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Tic tac toe strategy pick 3

Here we have Lottery Pick 3 (Tic Tac Toe Strategy) One of the oldest Pick 3 lottery systems that has a pretty good hit percentage is 123 training. You will start by using the previous number drawn in the Pick 3 lottery. For the purpose of this pick 3 system we will use 11. Use Select 3 lottery math rule: When adding or subtracting numbers
do not carry. Example 4+8 = 2 NOT 12 The +1+2+3 First, we will add 123 to each of the numbers 1+9 = 0 2+1 = 3 3+4 = 7 First number = 037 The -1-1-1 Now we will subtract 111 from the number 9-1 = 8 1-1 = 0 4-1 = 3 Second number = 207 The +2+3+5 Now we're going to add 235 in number 2+9 = 1 3+1 = 4 5+4 = 9 Third number =
149 Now stack each of the numbers to get: 037 803 149 Finally, use the Tic Tac Toe (TTT) method to come up with your numbers. Called Tic Tac Toe because it looks like a TTT board. Draw your patterns Tic Tac Toe numbers are: Patterns Combinations Found Over 037 - 803 - 149 Down 081 – 304 – 739 Diagonal 003 – 107 Diamond
384 – 334 Half Diamond 009 – 701 Corners 803 – 814 – 373 – 394 H Pattern 080 - 180 - 730 - 930 Crossing 803 – 804 – 303 – 304 Remove doubles and repeats, and you have the following 10 box combinations: 037, 803, 081, 304, 739, 107, 384, 814, 930, 804. You'll also notice that I highlighted the next hit as well. Using Pick 3 number
046 on 1/16/06 you get the following stack. 169 (You get from 046 + 123) 935 (You get from 046 - 111) 271 (You get from 046 + 235) You should be able to just eyeball stack and see the hits that followed. 1/18/06 – 923 1/19/06 – 395 Do you think this Pick 3 Lottery the system has Potential? Consider it! (92 votes, average: 3.77 out of 5)
Loading... Feel free to leave a comment. Together we can really sharpen these Pick 3 Systems!
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